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EXPLORER GUI
Manage z/OS DASD from GUI
Browse/Drill-Down Interface
Complex Queries
Reporting
Issue Commands
Browse Drill-Down Interface
Pools>Volumes>Data Sets
Search, Filter, Sort, Summarize
Real-time or previous snapshot

Explorer GUI
Manage your z/OS DASD Storage using a Graphical User
Interface (GUI)
Explorer GUI provides a modern and robust information retrieval
system for mainframe storage. It allows you to execute queries
and command scripts against the mainframe DASD subsystem
(similar to ISPF), but utilizes a GUI in a grid format that can be
sorted, summarized, filtered, charted, and exported with great
efficiency. For long running queries, data from previously
executed tasks or scheduled tasks can be stored in a file and used
in subsequent executions. There are over 200 predefined scripts
that can either be used as delivered or modified to installation
requirements. These commands include DASD pool, SMS storage
group and volume information, and various reporting for datasets,
DFSMShsm, HFS, tape management, SRS (Space Recovery System)
recovery logs, and MVS console display commands. Explorer GUI
can manage a wide variety of requests from a simple list of all data
sets that start with DB2, to a complex query of all non-VSAM data
sets over 10 extents, residing on a volume starting with PROD. The
results can be directed to a window, printer, email, or disk as an
HTML, Excel or ASCII file. Additionally, Explorer can issue z/OS
commands that act on query results. For example, right click on
one or more dataset names and migrate, delete, view, catalog,
move or release space from the selected dataset.

EXPLORER

Command Script/Query Function
Over 200 Predefined Commands
Output to Window, Printer, HTML,
Excel, ASCII file, Email
Graph/chart generation
Scheduling Facility
Dataset and Volume Functions
Operate on a single data set
/volume/pool, or a range of
data sets/volumes/pools
Scratch, Recatalog, Release Space
Migrate and Recall Data sets
DEFRAG a volume or pool
User defined functions
Platforms Supported
Windows 2K, XP, Vista, Windows 7

EXPLORER
Explorer GUI
Explorer GUI provides easy access to the
storage management data on the z/OS
host. Queries are executed against the
DASD subsystem, similar to ISPF. To list
all the data sets on a particular volume,
Explorer GUI will read the VTOC and
return the data set information to a grid
that can be easily sorted, filtered and
summarized. The GUI can be installed on
as many workstations as desired and all
can access the z/OS host.

Security
Access to data by users of Explorer GUI is controlled and limited
by the z/OS host security software. Since all commands are executed
under the TSO LOGON userid, the GUI can only access data as
allowed by that TSO LOGON.

Scheduling
Explorer GUI supports native windows task scheduling to
schedule command scripts. Explorer GUI does not have
to be actively running on the PC for the scheduled task
to execute.

Execution Modes
Execution modes can be real-time, or previous
snapshot from saved data in a file or dataspace.
In real-time mode, data is requested from the
host, which is the normal mode used for short
running queries. The previous snapshot mode
is useful for long running queries where the
most current data is not always a requirement.
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